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 SPECIFICATIONS

Media Throughput per hour up to 500*

Also shreds:

Security level DIN 66399 O-2 / T-2 / H-4+ / E-2

Workingwidth chamber 1 145 mm

Workingwidth chamber 2 135 mm

Motor power 3,5 kW

Fusing 8 A

Noise level 66 dB (A)

Dimensions WxDxH 1042 x 840 x 1679 mm

Weight 540 kg

Connection 400 V / 50 Hz, 3 phase

In the intimus® hard drive shredder, the disks are broken into tiny parts. 
The powerful machine is fast and reliable. This product is suitable 
for various applications and fulfi lls the demands of security level H-4 
according to DIN 66399. The shredding of the hard drive is a safe and 
economical destruction process, with the possibility of a simple and 
visual inspection of the successful destruction. 

High Performance shredder 
for optical and magnetic media

intimus 
hdd gladiator
HARD DRIVE SHREDDER

  Automatic reverse when                                                                                                                                             
     overloading

  Split Shredding Chamber for                                                                                                                                              
    Multi Media optimization

* depending on the type of material mix
+ inner HDD parts

features

  High Performance shredder for optical and 
magnetic media

  Continuous manual material feed

  Clear, robust buttons for On/Off and Reverse

  Specially hardened blades

  Maximum operator’s safety

  Lockable master switch

  All doors and covers secured with safety 
switches

  Shredded material collected in 120l standard 
waste bin
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security levels according to din66399

To Ensure maximum throughput: 

HDD’s will be fed in the left hopper that 
uses 30 mm special designed blades for 
HDD. 

The right hand hopper is used for optical 
media, SSD, VHS, Tape drives etc… 

This makes use of 12 mm special 
designed blades for light weight media.

DUAl Input Hopper

Inner HDD parts: H-4

Outer HDD metal 
housing parts: H-4

SSDs: E-2

CDs: O-2

Credit cards: T-2

Floppy discs: T-2

VHS & computer tape 
drives: T-2


